The trypsin structure to be simulated was taken from Protein Data Bank (PDB) accession number 3OTJ. The PDB file included both the trypsin enzyme from bovine and an inhibitor (Bovine Pancreatic Trysin Inhibitor, BPTI) . Inhibitor atoms and all other water molecules were removed from the file. The system was solvated using TIP3P water molecules with at least 10 Å padding distance to the periodic boundary box boundary in each direction. Following solvation, the total charge of the system was neutralized by replacing randomly selected water molecules with appropriate amounts of sodium and/or chloride ions. Total ion concentration was set to 0.15 nM.
Following solvation and ionization, the system was subjected to a 10000 steps of enegy minimization. Then, the system was simulated in the NPT ensemble for 50 nanoseconds. The temperature and pressure were held constant at 310 K and 1 bar, respectively. Simulations were conducted using NAMD 2.12 simulation engine. The time-step of simulation was 2 fs. Coordinated were saved every 2 ps of simulation time. This results in 50000 frames for a 50 ns long simulation.
Equilibrium Assessment
It is more sensible to quantify pairwise residue interaction energies in an equilibriated simulation trajectory. Therefore, we assessed equilibrium by calculating the Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) for all frames included in the trajectory to the reference (initial) frame ( Figure S1 ). The portion of simulation between 25 and 50 nanoseconds was then selected for interaction energy calculation. This portion was saved to another DCD file and used as input to gRINN. Figure S1 -RMSD of frames included in MD simulation with respect to the initial frame
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Note that due to the usage of residue insertion codes in chain E (trypsin) of PDB entry 3OTJ (GLY184A, GLY188A, ALA221A), residue numbering was changed to be able to take inserted residues into protein topology in MD simulation. This results in differences between residues numbers in the original PDB file and those reported by gRINN. The following table (Table S1) 
